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Electric Pig Brooder
In cold weather, young pigs
crowd against the mother sow for
food and warmth. In doing so,
several of the little pigs may be
crushed or crippled by the sow as
she moves about in the farrowing
pen. Records show three-fourths
of all pig losses occur within two
days after farrowing. To help hog
raisers reduce this loss, the electric pig brooder has been developed and it will usually cut such
losses in half.
Use
Heat from the electric brooder
prevents pigs from being chilled
and the heat and light in the
brooder attract the. pigs away
from the sow when they are noi
feeding. Fasten the brooder securely in one corner of the farThis stretch shows a typical installation of an electric pig brooder.
rowing pen and put up guard rails Note the guard rails above to keep the sow from getting on top of the
to keep the sow from getting on brooder. Safe wiring and a convenient outlet are part of the installation.
For details of how to build the brooder, see the sketch on the other
top of the brooder (see drawing
side of this sheet.
at right).
Put the sow in the farrowing pen a day or so
before the pigs are to arrive and turn on the electricity several hours before the pigs are born.
At first you may have to put the pigs under the
brooder by hand, until they learn to go in by·
themselves; once or twice is usually enough.
Sometimes it is very helpful to keep the pigs under the brooder several hours soon after they are
born by blocking the brooder entrance until they
are warm and dry. As a rule, keep heat in the
brooder for 10 days, and in severely cold weather,
about two weeks.
Cost
The only materials required are a little lumber,
a 14" RLM reflector, an electric lamp, and a few
odds and ends. It takes very little time to build,
and scrap lumber found on the farm can be used.
Usually about 50 kilowatt-hours of electricity
will operate the brooder for two weeks. With the
electricity costing 2¢ per kw.-hr., the cost of
brooding each litter of pigs will be $1.00. If just
one pig is saved, it will more than pay for the
entire cost of brooder and operation the first time
it is used.
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pieces-l"x6"x42"-for brooder side
pieces--l"x6"x41"-for brooder side
pieces-l"x3"x12"-for battens for sides
piece -2"x4"x60"-for front side of brooder
piece -l"x6"x60")
piece -l"x6":x:24")
piece -l"x6"x36")-for top of brooder
piece -l"x6"x48")
piece -l":x:6":x:U")
pieces---l"x4":x:18"-for battens for top of brooder
pieces--2":x:4":x:60"-for guard rails
piece -16":x:l0" hardware cloth, l/Z" mesh
-14" RLM Reflector or its eqnivalent with
porcelain receptacle
1
-100 or 150 watt lamp
10'
-rubber covered cord
1
-rubber electrical plug
Nails and staples
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